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Preface
The reflections that follow are a series of stories that give a small
glimpse into life at Olive Way. Most of these were originally included in
Brunswick Uniting Church’s Olive Branch monthly newsletter and have
been expanded and revised here. Olive Way is a ministry outreach
of Brunswick Uniting church that began in 2007 offering a welcoming
environment with simple snacks along with tea and coffee, since
expanding to include a weekly meal and toasted sandwiches. It exists
to be a community sustained by Christian hospitality. The following
reflections have arisen out of my own and some of our volunteers’
experiences of doing ministry in Olive Way and our experiences of doing
hospitality as an expression of our Christian faith.
These little vignettes are reflective of what might be called ‘urban
spirituality’ as it is encountered in this urban space and as we interact
with and host those who frequent Olive Way. Urban spirituality doesn’t
fit neatly into the compartmentalised, highly individualistic ideas of
spirituality that we have inherited in the Western Christian tradition.
It sits across the tidy boundaries of ‘church’ and ‘world’, and for this
reason it is difficult to describe in simple terms. In many ways urban
spirituality is less about the individual and more about the community
and the world in which we inhabit, which brings it a little closer to some
of the older spiritual traditions, including the Hebrew tradition. It holds
a big view of spirituality that is missional and kenotic (self-emptying).
It forces us to rid ourselves of our presuppositions, prejudices, and
priorities and create space for the Other.
In many ways, urban spirituality is like a dance that transforms us both
as givers and receivers of hospitality at Olive Way. It guides and drives
our outreach but is never static. The interactions described in these
stories have impacted our own lives just as much as they have on the
lives of people that participate in the community life of Olive Way. They
leave indelible impressions that transform us in ways big and small. We
hope you enjoy them.
— Peter Blair, Olive Way Pastor
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Lunch with Ralph

July 2021

A couple of weeks ago I had a relatively young man come to Olive Way
for our Tuesday lunch; I’ll call him Ralph.1 He looked a bit dishevelled,
arriving late, just as we were starting to pack up. He asked politely if
he could have something to eat. We were more than happy to oblige.
Peter Murphy had just whipped up a delicious meatloaf with roasted
vegetables and there was still quite a bit left over.
Ralph sat and ate quietly. After the meal he brought his plate back up to
the bench saying, ‘That was the best meal I’ve ever had!’, using a bit of
hyperbole I suspect. He went on to explain to the kitchen volunteers that
he had recently had all his teeth removed (rotten due to drug use) and
was awaiting a set of ‘falsies’. This was a bit of a process and was likely
to take a few weeks before they could be properly fitted.
Afterwards he sat back down
again and I had a chance to
chat a bit more to him. He was
homeless and had been living
at the back of a car park, along
with a few others. He said that at
night the rats had been attacking
him as he slept and consequently
had to sleep fully clothed and with
his shoes on. He showed me the
spots on his shoes where the rats
had gnawed holes.
Ralph got me thinking. I read a
book a while back by Zygmunt
Bauman; in it he describes the
social transition of Western
economies from industrial
societies in which work was seen
as the ultimate virtue (which continues on in some respect to this day),
literally championed by protestant preachers in the industrial era, to a
society of consumers today. In our contemporary consumerist society
we are measured by our ability to consume.
1

Most names have been changed to protect the identity of the participants.
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The ‘new poor’ are those who are not so much unable to work but, by
nature of their poverty, are unable to consume. Bauman calls them
‘flawed consumers’.1 When I think of someone like Ralph, he is unable
to either give his labour in any meaningful work, nor is he able to
consume (at least, only very modestly). So where does Ralph find his
value in a society that holds these two things as virtually sacred?
Ralph is not alone. There are many people who fall between these two
poles; unable to contribute labour, and unable to consume. I believe that
the church has something to say here. Our culture ‘rates’ people based
on their ability to do either of these things (ie. to work or to consume).
But people are still loved, still children of God. They belong somewhere.
Christine Pohl writes that ‘Hospitality provide[s] a context for recognising
the worth of persons who seem…to have little when assessed by
worldly standards.’2 Christian hospitality radically includes those that our
society and culture de-prioritises.
Because the practice of hospitality is so significant in establishing
and reinforcing social relationships and moral bonds, we notice
its more subversive character only when socially undervalued
persons are welcomed. In contrast to a more tame hospitality
that welcomes persons already well situated in a community,
hospitality that welcomes “the least” and recognises their equal
value can be an act of resistance and defiance, a challenge to the
values and expectations of the larger community.3
Christian hospitality has the power to
Christian hospitality has
recognise where society overlooks,
the power to recognise
and acknowledge where our culture
bypasses. I hope that Ralph and others where society overlooks,
like him will hear that message at Olive and acknowledge where
Way, in the time taken to listen to his
our culture bypasses.
story, in the hospitality given that does
not expect anything in return, in a place that he feels welcomed to, in a
place where he is known to others, in a place where he is cared for and
treated with dignity.
1
Zygmunt Bauman, Work, Consumerism and the New Poor, Open University Press, Buckingham
PI, 1998, p.38. Bauman’s use of the word ‘flawed’ here is not derogatory, he is describing the psychological
effects of the pressure that comes with the inability to ‘keep up with the Joneses’ as it is experienced in a
consumer-driven economy.
2
Christine Pohl, Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a Christian Tradition, Eerdmans, Grand
Rapids, 1999, p.62.
3
Pohl, Making Room, p.62.
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Cooking with Katerina

June 2021

Over the past few years we have gotten to know a lovely Greek lady
who comes to Olive Way semi-regularly. I’ll call her Katerina. She is
elderly but you probably wouldn’t guess her age. Although she is in her
80’s she seems to have boundless energy and a great sense of humour;
she always makes me laugh when we chat. Not to mention she’s an
amazing cook!
Almost every time she comes she brings some traditional Greek delights
that she has made such as koulourakia biscuits, tsoureki (traditional
Greek easter bun), dolmades, or even pickled olives that she has
harvested from the olive trees in the back yard of BUC. She rarely
comes without some kind of goodies to share.
Recently I shared how the
One aspect of neighbourliness
idea of ‘neighbourliness’
was something that I found
is about giving from our own
helpful in describing the
resources. But another, equally
kind of hospitality we want
important aspect of neighbourliness
to demonstrate in Olive
is about receiving.
Way. I shared how the
idea of neighbourliness
suggests something of the shared resources we draw upon. One aspect
of neighbourliness is about giving from our own resources. But another,
equally important aspect of neighbourliness is about receiving.
For Katerina, giving is about sharing something of herself. She feels
pride and joy in being able to share her cultural heritage and to show off
her amazing cooking skills, and this is something we should be able to
honour. Another lady from Malaysia and also in her 80s has a custom of
bringing gifts every time she comes. These usually consist of the Coles
or Woolies magazines that are given free at the cash registers of their
respective stores or odd little nick knacks that she comes across for my
girls. I know that in her cultural background, when you visit someone
you never come empty handed. For her it is her tradition and her custom
that has not left her despite her many years in Australia. This too should
be honoured.
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The Bible is filled with stories of hospitality, both given and received.
It is the living out of the command to ‘love your neighbour as yourself’
and receiving is an equally important part of neighbourliness. Quite
often the things we receive in Olive Way are odd and not particularly
useful, but that is never the point. For me, receiving is a crucial part of
our hospitality as it completes the cycle of neighbourliness and restores
dignity.

Hospitality and Neighbourliness

May 2021

Lately I’ve been reflecting on the idea of ‘neighbourliness’ as a kind of
framework for thinking about how we engage people in Olive Way and
how we respond to all the needs around us. I find it a helpful word that
describes the kind of hospitality we wish to demonstrate in Olive Way.
I was reminded of it again in a conversation I’ve been having with Lew
Hess who oversaw our three-year review. It evokes the kind of image
that I want to convey in our understanding of hospitality. It suggests that
we give from what we have, from our own resources. Neighbourliness
favours what is local, close at hand, and what is sustainable, over and
against that which is seen as a resource to be monetised and controlled
for financial gain.
Neighbourliness is an act of
Neighbourliness is an act
generosity that creates room for the
of generosity that creates
Other in a welcoming environment.
room for the Other in a
Yes we provide food at Olive Way,
we may share our resources, we
welcoming environment.
may help people out, but we do this
in a way that is organic and unpretentious. This, I think is the difference
that people pick up when they come to the Olive Way. We don’t come
in seeking to diagnose them, to analyse their needs, or to fix their
problems. We meet them as ordinary people - neighbours.
It reminds me of a Gospel story. In Mark 6 Jesus welcomes the crowds
who had been following him, whom the Gospel author described as
being ‘like sheep without a shepherd’ (v.34), to which Matthew’s Gospel
adds ‘harassed and helpless’ (9:36).
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Jesus has compassion
on them and invites them
to stay with him, teaching
them. The disciples,
sensing their position as
being a little vulnerable
at the inclusion of these
outsiders, urge Jesus to
send them away. Jesus
responds with a command,
‘You give them something
to eat’. (v.37)
When the disciples point out their meagre resources Jesus then
takes those same resources and sets about multiplying them through
miraculous means. The point that strikes me here is that Jesus begins
with what they have. The miracle is not the creation of a sumptuous
banquet, fit for royalty (there are plenty of stories about that), it’s a
multiplication of the resources at hand. Simple, basic, and unglamorous,
but generous and generative. It’s the same kind of spirit that we hope to
embody for our neighbours in Brunswick.
My hope is that our presence is viewed as a kind of neighbourliness to
those all around us. My hope is that the miracle of multiplication may be
the multiplication of kindness and generosity in our area, even beyond
what there is now.
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The Gift of Volunteers

March 2021

I am always grateful to our volunteers; Without them we wouldn’t have
Olive Way. I’ve always said that volunteer service is given, it’s not
something that we can
take. Getting to know our
volunteers over the years
has been one of the most
rewarding aspects of my
role at Olive Way. We build
relationships and forge
new ones in the course
of our work together, and
in so doing we build the
community of Olive Way in
so many directions.
With some of our
volunteers away, moving on, and moving into other roles, we are again
looking at rebuilding our volunteer base in the next little while. With our
new way of operating Olive Way there will be some gaps that will need
to be filled and we will need to be able to spread ourselves further. As
we recruit and expand our volunteer base in the weeks to come this
will help us to be able to increase our opening hours to a more regular
routine of Tuesday to Thursday.
We look forward to a more familiar pattern, I have certainly missed the
routine! I was recently buoyed when one of our volunteers from a couple
of years ago contacted me out of the blue. She initially came to us to do
a placement through the Australian Catholic University, but ended up
staying on after her hours had finished. As she was looking to complete
a further lot of placement hours she got in contact again.
Similarly we have been given the opportunity to expand our role of ‘Host’
with another couple of people expressing interest in this role. This will
mean we will be able to spread the pastoral load further.
And on another front, Brunswick Salvos are keen to work together with
us in rebuilding their men’s group. This is one of the ‘gap’ areas that I
would love to see more work done on in the years ahead.
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We trust that God continues to hold Olive Way, as if in the palm of His
hand. It has been amazing to see the way that people have been putting
their hands up to help,
Volunteers are more than a
including student house
resource, and while often they may
students, expressions of
interest from the broader
not share the same belief system
community and the
as the church, they are co-creators
church. We can clearly
of the hospitable and welcoming
see God’s hand in it all.
environment of Olive Way.
Volunteers are more than
a resource, and while
often they may not share the same belief system as the church, they are
co-creators of the hospitable and welcoming environment of Olive Way.
Now…to find jobs for everyone!

The Olive Way Christmas bash

February 2021

After a super challenging year in 2020 the Olive Way Steering
Committee thought that it would be nice to conclude the year on a
positive note. So, despite the obstacles to planning in a constantly
changing environment, we decided
to hold an end of year Christmas
bash. I had a chat to the Brunswick
Salvos about my thinking and it
turned out that they had exactly
the same thought. I knew it would
be a challenge to do anything like
what we had done in years past
with the COVID restrictions in place
and my thoughts had settled on
doing something like a barbecue
where people could take away their
meals. However, the Salvos had a
better idea; a week-long Christmas-themed lunch service with different
cuisines from around the world. I settled on the idea of doing a Persian
meal, and giving an opportunity for one of our Persian families to
participate. We eventually found Nadia and Reza from the congregation
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who were more than happy to help us out. And they rose to the
occasion! They cooked a beautiful Persian meal of traditional saffron
rice, chicken and shanklish along with a salad.
We knew the day would present a number of challenges, in particular,
where to hold it. My initial thinking was to hold it in the back yard of
the church under gazebos and umbrellas, in a picnic-style. However,
Melbourne weather had other ideas. As the rain closed in I realised we
needed to have a plan B. So we held it indoors with a socially distanced
layout with staggered seating times to
prevent everyone coming in at once. It was
quite a challenge. Our door welcomers
(Helen and Mal Rowe, Jane, Sharm and
Ralph from the student house) had their work
cut out for them, but they did a great job at
regulating the flow of guests.
Hosting a Christmas meal in the midst of
a pandemic was an unusual experience.
It meant a lot to the guests that they
were allowed to sit and enjoy their meals,
many people approached me to thank us
particularly for this. As always there were
Reza and Nadia hard at work
things we did well and things we could
have improved, but we were glad that we did it. We are grateful to our
amazing chefs, Reza and Nadia! They gave gladly of their time and
provided a fantastic meal. Thanks also to our volunteers, the regular
Olive Way cohort as well as those of you who came on the day. We
could not have done it without you.
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In Memoriam: Trevor Silverwood
If you were a regular at Brunswick Uniting’s morning services you
probably would have seen Trevor there. He would often arrive after
church had started, sitting up at the back with his shopping bags. He
was an intriguing fellow, to say the least.
He suffered from a skin condition that he
found to be inconvenient, covering it up
with thick lashings of foundation, a beard
that he dyed black, a cap (sometimes two
at the same time), and sunglasses (no
matter the weather or the lighting). Having
lost his teeth, he would draw a set of
‘falsies’ on a piece of cardboard and wedge
it between his upper lip and his gums.
Needless to say, Trevor turned heads
wherever he went.
One of our Olive Way volunteers who had
not yet had the privilege of meeting him
came in one day and said ‘I just saw the
strangest sight on the bus today’ before
proceeding to describe Trevor to the last detail. We all knew exactly who
she was talking about.
But underneath those layers of eccentricity and foundation was a
delightful man. Trevor had a kind and gentle nature, always asking after
you and seeking to find out how you were doing. He was well-spoken,
polite, generous and thoughtful. He was a vegetarian and would on
occasion berate me for failing to provide a suitable vegetarian option at
Olive Way lunches.
Over the past year or two he began to join in with the Sydney Road
Opera Company (SROC) writing workshops and participating in the
performances. He was a passionate artist, creating works of art that he
was immensely proud of and that usually involved textas, crayons, and
large amounts of sticky tape. I remember one of his artworks that was
used prominently in an SROC play, cleverly depicting the high-rise flats
he lived in.
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Trevor also loved to write poetry and would often incorporate his poetry
into the SROC plays. And of He didn’t have a powerful voice and
course, he loved to perform
it was often hard to make out what
the plays. He didn’t have a
he was saying, but that really didn’t
powerful voice and it was
often hard to make out what matter. I could see what it meant for
he was saying, but that really him to be involved and to contribute,
didn’t matter. I could see
and in many ways that spoke louder
what it meant for him to be
than what he had to say.
involved and to contribute,
and in many ways that spoke louder than what he had to say.
We are unsure of the circumstances around Trevor’s death; we think he
died in June 2020 but there is still uncertainty about the date. We can
only hope that he had a fitting send off. He will be missed at SROC, at
Olive Way and at BUC. Blessings Trevor for your onward journey.

In Memoriam: Mark Harper
Mark was one of the first people that I really got to know well at Olive
Way. He was a distinctive presence, coming regularly on Wednesday
and Thursdays, having worked on Tuesdays. He was tall, and lanky,
and would always have a hand in his pocket, the hand that didn’t work
properly due to his cerebral palsy.
I enjoyed his company and the
conversations we were able to
have. They typically centred
around his love for the Bombers,
his email password for the dating
site he was using, who was
annoying him at home or at work,
or his phone. But Mark was also
inquisitive, he would ask me
questions about myself or my
family and took a genuine interest. I will remember the many times Mark
would come to me with a question about his phone. It became a bit of a
joke between us that every time he would approach me with his phone
14

held aloft I would pretend to run away, knowing I would otherwise be
locked into having to help him do something I’d already done many
times before. Or similarly, trying to sign into his account for his dating
website. He always mentioned his brother on Albert St who would
rescue him from all his technical problems when he got home.
In fact Mark spoke often about his family with a lot of affection. He
mentioned another brother in Singapore and spoke of the time he went
to visit him. He would sometimes show me emailed photos of his family
with great pride, pointing out his nephews, whom he clearly loved.
I would often see Mark walking down Glenlyon Rd from his
accommodation in the direction of Olive Way, or bump into him in Barkly
Square. He was able to get out and about and keep his body and mind
active despite his disabilities, which I always admired.
Mark always made a point of saying goodbye before he left, thanking
the kitchen staff for the meals they cooked for the Wednesday lunch. He
was always polite and well mannered to all the staff and volunteers. He
did not like the noisy elements around him and would always make a
point at letting us know.

Mark passed away during the I will remember Mark for his love of
long stage four lockdown from puns, his quirky sense of humour,
and his determination not let his
complications relating to his
existing disabilities. We were physical disabilities get in the way of
informed by his brother who
living a full and meaningful life.
got in touch with us, knowing
that Mark was a frequent visitor to Olive Way. I will remember Mark for
his love of puns, his quirky sense of humour, and his determination not
let his physical disabilities get in the way of living a full and meaningful
life. Mark will be greatly missed by myself and others in Olive Way.
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Staying Connected in Lockdown

November 2020

From the start to the end of Melbourne’s long season of Stage Four
restrictions there has been a continuous demand for phones. Even
after the lifting of restrictions demand hasn’t slowed. It has remained
as great as it was at the beginning of the lockdowns as many services
were restricted to by-appointment-only assistance. This meant that the
need for phones, in order to arrange those appointments and to receive
follow-up help, was crucial.
In October a lady in her 50s struggling with homelessness was referred
to me. At the start of the pandemic she became homeless, trying
desperately to arrange accommodation with a number of different
services but was continually thwarted by not having any way of being
contacted. We were able to get her a donated phone and a new number.
Shortly after that she managed to get some temporary accommodation
near Mitchum. She even wrote me a card (accidentally giving it to the
Anglicans, but that was ok, she wrote me another one!). And a few
weeks after this I received a call from a Salvos worker in the city who
had been placing homeless people in hotels. She said that the need is
ongoing, and referred two more people to me.

Life seems to just find

Over the lockdowns we tried to maintain
contact with our Olive Way guests over the a way to make do, and
phone where we were unable to see them our Olive Way folks have
done well to do just that.
in person. I am always amazed at how
resilient they are.
Although towards the
end of the Stage 4
lockdown I could tell
that their patience
was wearing a bit
thin, they haven’t
complained much
about it. Life seems
to just find a way to
make do, and our
Olive Way folks have
done well to do just
that.
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The Magic of the Sydney Road
Opera Company

March 2020

One of the ways I have
described the Sydney
Road Opera Company
(SROC) for people over
years is ‘grassroots
music theatre at its
most grassroots’. It
began a few years
back when Damian
Coleridge was visiting
St Ambrose across the
road, saw the sign for
Olive Way, dropped in
and fortuitously started
a conversation with some guests that eventually led to the birth of the
Sydney Road Opera Company (I may have skipped a few intervening
steps here but you get the idea). Since that time SROC has put on a
dozen or so performances, each birthed from the unique collection of
stories and life experiences that the participants bring with them.
Over the years of working in Olive Way I have been able to observe,
not just the performances, but also what the performances and the
writing process has done for the participants. Whether the participants
are performing in a production, writing their story, or telling their story,
everyone who comes can find a way to contribute. The performances
present an opportunity to share and to celebrate the culmination of
the story writing and story telling process. But what goes into each
performance is hours of discussion,
Acting ability is not
carefully and creatively facilitated by
as important as the
Damian, shaped into a sometimes
willingness to give it a chaotic, sometimes exuberant,
go. There’s no need to sometimes tragic-comic production.
There is no polish in an SROC
memorise pages of lines, performance, there doesn’t need to be,
they read off scripts.
it’s not what it’s about.
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Acting ability is not as important as the willingness to give it a go.
There’s no need to memorise pages of lines, they read off scripts. It is
designed to be accessible, and as a result, it has been remarkable and
surprising who has joined their ranks over the years.
In a way, SROC is not just musical theatre, it is also therapy; insomuch
as participants have a chance to share their stories and act it out (or
have another participant act it out). This for me is the magic of SROC.
In fact, if you’ve ever been along to an SROC performance you’ve
probably come away thinking, ‘What was going on there?’ Of course,
as I have come to appreciate, the performance is only one layer, albeit
the final layer, of many that make up SROC. The other layers are built
up in the West End of the hall on Thursday mornings. It is through this
process that people become known to one another on a much deeper
level where they can share, and also laugh at their struggles, and find
new meaning.

‘Hello, 你好, Καλή μέρα,
and 안녕하세요!’,

January 2020

There’s this old fellow who has been coming to Olive Way for many
years whom I kind of dread having to talk to. Not that he’s unpleasant
company or difficult or anything like that; it’s just that when he starts
talking you can’t really shut him up. His favourite topic of conversation
is talking about his years as an entertainer on cruise ships. He loves
to tell you he can say ‘hello’ in about
a hundred-and-something different
languages and will then proceed to
list them. He has a tendency to come
in late then keep us there even after
we’ve closed saying ‘hello’ to you in
about hundred different ways. We don’t
always have the time to listen, and so
we just continue cleaning up while our
polyglot rattles off his greetings. But
like I said, he’s a lovely chap, he just
doesn’t read our cues very well.
18

Late last year he came in to Olive Way, not long before our closing
time, had a bite to eat, then called me over. I had that same sense of
foreboding that I get when he comes in, and it was not allayed when I
noticed that this time he had a box with him. ‘Where’s Barry?’, he asked
me. I explained that Barry had stepped aside from his Olive Way duties.
‘Oh’, he said ‘That’s ok, I can just show you what I’ve got in this box’. I
suppressed a groan, but what he proceeded to show me was an array
of mementos he had collected from his life as a performer. I learnt that
was he had told us (repeatedly) over the course of his visits was that he
had indeed been a cruise ship entertainer and a well known recording
artist, showing me newspaper and magazine clippings of his exploits.
His act might well be considered out-dated for our time (and just a little
politically incorrect), but for his day he was quite the showman.
Over the years his health has declined and his hearing is not as good as
it was, but his passion for music and story telling has remained. As he
pulled out the many mementos of his music career, he came to the last
one, which he had wrapped in a cloth (ever the showman). He pulled
it out and told me the story of how he was invited to an event hosted
by the Music Lovers Association of NSW the previous month and was
surprised with an award. It read “In recognition of your contribution
to the music and entertainment industry spanning over 60 years in
Australia and around the world.” Johnny Nicolandos was absolutely
chuffed and beaming with pride.
I realised that he wanted nothing more I realised that he wanted
than to be remembered and for the
nothing more than to be
mark he has made on this world to
remembered and for the
not be forgotten. We all want that to
mark he has made on this
some extent, but it was nice to see
that Johnny had been honoured for his world to not be forgotten.
contribution and that he felt honoured
by that. We would like to honour him here too.
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Summoning by Thought

February 2020

We have a long running in joke in Olive Way that when we we think of a
certain person that we haven’t seen for a long time, they will inevitably
show up the next day. Barry says it’s a bit like we’re offering up a prayer
for that person. I call it ‘summoning by thought’. It is a joke, of course. If
there is a particularly difficult personality who gives us a hard time and
that we really don’t want to see Bev will sometimes say to me, ‘Now
don’t you go summoning them by thought, Peter!’
So it was really special to see one of those that we had missed from
Olive Way for quite some time appear on the first day of opening
recently, seemingly summonsed by thought. Around the middle of the
previous year it seemed he had completely dropped off the face of the
earth. But there he was, rabbiting on as though he’d not missed a day.
Another lady, who has been a stalwart of Olive Way ended up getting a
housing commission house in Kensington after living in a rooming house
in Brunswick for nearly 10 years. The house came up suddenly after
having only been on the list for a few months, and naturally she leapt
at the opportunity. I anticipated we would see her less, having a greater
distance to travel to Brunswick. Of course, after not seeing her for a
while and having just thought of her the night before, she appeared the
following day, ‘summoned by thought’ as it were.
There are many other people who
Although we don’t
come and grace us with their presence
seriously believe we can
for some time, then disappear for
summon them by thought,
a time. Although we don’t seriously
believe we can summon them by
we do think about them.
thought, we do think about them. We
We do care, and we do
do care, and we do celebrate when
celebrate when they walk
they walk back through the door.
back through the door.
Whether they are here or absent, we
don’t forget anyone who comes, even
if for a short time. We know they are only a thought and a prayer away.
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Life in the Gap

August 2019

In case you have missed it, our very own Julie Perrin contributed a piece
to the Age that appeared on Sunday 21st of July 2019. It has appeared
across the spread of Fairfax papers, including the Sydney Morning
Herald and the Brisbane Times.1 It tells the story of Alex, as Julie
encountered him at Olive Way, struggling to make ends meet on his
paltry Newstart allowance, whilst waiting for three years for his Disability
Support Pension (DSP) to come through. We have come to know
Alex through Olive Way since he first started coming in August 2017,
a friendly chap, often willing to help out, and never one to complain
(despite having plenty to complain about).
Alex is not alone. There are plenty
more people like him that we have
come to know through our cosy
little nest in Brunswick. Alex has a
phenomenal memory and is able to
recall conversations and details that
leaves me in awe. A conversation with
Alex will include exact times and dates,
as well as verbatim details of what
was said in a previous encounter. My
own memory is so full of holes I am
usually left lost in the details after a
few minutes. But what Alex is able to
do, and has had to do, is to advocate
for himself. He does this really well, it
is a skill he has taught himself through
experiencing many hardships in life.
It is the ones who are not able
to advocate for themselves that
leave us stumped as to what to
do for them. We have another
friend who is in his early 60s,
homeless for about 20 years.

... what Alex is able to do, and
has had to do, is to advocate
for himself. He does this really
well, it is a skill he has taught
himself through experiencing
many hardships in life.

1
Link to the article: https://www.theage.
com.au/national/no-lights-no-linen-how-alex-survived-for-six-years-on-newstart-20190717-p5284q.html
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Over that time his health has deteriorated. He has heart troubles,
possible diabetes, arthritis, and has recently had surgery on his foot. He
was grateful for the surgery because after the operation he was given a
cottage at St Vincents to recuperate in for about 2 weeks. I must admit,
whilst I knew it was temporary, I was relieved to know he had a roof over
his head for that time. When I saw him shortly after this, he told me that
he was back out on the streets. He has no income, as he has no fixed
address and no phone, and so he remains in a vicious cycle, falling
through the gaps.
Stories like Alex’s and our other friend’s always leave you wanting to
help. It never seems enough when you know there is so much need
out there. What I have come to believe even, more so, is that our role
is not to fix the situations that people like Alex face, but to be a place
where they are held in a supportive and loving community. We didn’t fix
Alex’s problem, Alex did that on his own, but we shared the road with
him, offering human friendship and companionship along the way. We
mustered what support we could, we attended appointments whenever it
was appropriate for us to attend, but Alex did the rest.
Julie’s article has contributed to the national conversation about the
fairness of the Newstart scheme. It tells a real-life story of a human
being, not a statistic on a page full of other statistics. These are real-life
scenarios. We even had a volunteer enquiry from someone keen to help
after reading Julie’s article!

The Fight for Rights

May 2019

Every now and then we get a chance to celebrate events with our
guests at Olive Way. One of our guests has been struggling with an
ongoing battle with Centrelink to get his Disability Support Pension
(DSP). Despite an obvious disability he had been living on a Newstart
payment for years after losing his job. From that time on he has been
forced to look for work, to keep up his mutual obligation requirements,
attend job hunting courses, and live on a very basic income. It hasn’t
been easy for him.
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To ensure that he has sufficient
We are not equipped to be
funds to maintain a rental
social workers, professional
property he would buy only a
advocates or lawyers, but
few packets of instant noodles,
to stand in the gap and offer
a tin of baked beans, a loaf of
bread, and a carton of UHT milk.
what support we can.
He would never heat his unit in
winter, wearing thick jackets around the house and wearing them to bed.
He only used his fridge sporadically to save energy costs and would
only boil water on the stove for his coffee. To make ends meet he would
supplement his meals by attending places like Olive Way, the Salvos,
and whatever else he could find. To top it off he ended up having to
move out of his rental apartment after the landlord decided to sell up,
effectively becoming homeless. He ended up in a garage in Brunswick in
the middle of a cold snap. He had the good fortune of being able to store
his white goods at a tram driver friends home whilst he sought alternate
accommodation. And to add insult to injury his landlord from his previous
tenancy refused to release his bond.
In the meantime we did whatever we could for him, knowing that the
decision was not fair. Julie Perrin and other people from the church have
been providing assistance and advice where possible and appropriate.
It was quite heartbreaking to hear that after a year of waiting for his
appeal to come up for
his DSP, and after high
expectations of a favourable
outcome he was once again
knocked back. This meant
he had to once again appeal
that decision by going to
the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal that I was able to
attend with him. It was a
positive hearing and the
tribunal member seemed
sympathetic towards him.
So, after more than two years he was finally awarded his DSP. The
whole of Olive Way seemed to breathe a collective sigh of relief for him.
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These are the kind of things that remind me of what we are here for.
We were not the people to provide all of our friend’s needs but to hold
him in a supportive community whilst he contended with the powers
that be. We are not equipped to be social workers, professional
advocates or lawyers, but to stand in the gap and offer what support
we can. According to Acts 2:44-46 the early Christian community lived
communally, sharing their resources to support each other in the face of
persecution when the authorities turned against them. The world can be
a hostile place, often unintentionally, but my hope and prayer is that we
will be a safe harbour in troubled waters for those such as our friend and
others like him.

A fly on the Wall
I am a fly on the Wall at Olive Way - What do I see? Its Thursday, I
look down from my wall to see staff and volunteers offering hospitality,
connection and conversation to 60-70 visitors whose personal
circumstances include financial pressure, poor accommodation options,
long term unemployment, mental illness, broken relationships and 100
other social pressures, often where no fault for those circumstances
rests with them. And even if it does it doesn’t make any difference to the
response that is offered.
They share their stories and the associated pain with ears open to
listen and understand. Often in response to a “how are you” or “what
is happening in your world” a visitor will talk for 10 minutes without
interruption and then thank the listener for the conversation. From a
position of social privilege the listener learns so much from the relatively
underprivileged about the heart of the gospel.
Every Thursday the listeners meet Jesus incarnated in the lives of
others and it leads us to read the stories of Jesus with new eyes. We
learn so much from them. Our
We are the receiver before we
eyes at last see the reality of
are the giver. We reach out
what Jesus said in Matthew
25 about welcoming him in the
our hands for the broken body
stranger and feeding him in the
of our Lord and find it in the
hungry. The Kingdom has come
touch or tears of another.
in our midst.
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We are the receiver before we are the giver. We reach out our hands for
the broken body of our Lord and find it in the touch or tears of another.
I look down as Helen applies nail polish for women and watch
them smiling as it appears to lift their self-image. I notice Peter the
Coordinator welcome an older lady who always brings him some
magazines with crosswords and puzzles and they enjoy them together. I
heard a lady tell Barry “I love coming here - the people are so friendly”. I
see Peter the Chef being patient with someone asking for double salami
on their toasted sandwich. Bev the volunteer offering a warm greeting to
a newcomer whose face lights up in response. A man shares stories of
his life in great detail with anyone willing to listen - sometimes naming
months and dates going back many years because he has no one else
to share the story of his life with. Another woman gave thanks for the
establishment of Olive Way because “it saved her life”.
A man when asked what was happening in his world replies “This is my
world. Why aren’t you open every day?” Another woman was sad and in
tears because her children did not contact her on her birthday.
Most of the visitors are only known by their first name. Their surname
is not important. They come from 20 different countries and sometimes
it looks like a meeting of the United Nations. But all are welcome in the
name of this Jesus I hear about when I sit on the wall of the Church
at worship every Sunday. And they help me to better understand the
readings and preaching that are offered there.
I have never sat on the wall of any room where the lives of so many are
so positively impacted. Many who come looking gloomy walk out with
a big smile. Like the man who came last week and told a volunteer his
name was a well-known brand name of a wristwatch. The volunteer said
“I will see you at the same time next week” The man laughed loudly and
went away happy. It is not complicated!
The Volunteers go home encouraged to keep offering their time in this
Ministry and I go back to sleep on the Wall until I fly into the Church on
Sunday to hear more readings from Matthew 25. Then I’m going to find
someone else to annoy…
— Louis the Fly, Guest contributor.1

1

The author of this piece has requested to stay anonymous.
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Along the Olive Way, April 2019

Sometimes in Olive Way it’s hard to tell what someone’s story is. I
was chatting to one guy who I would guess was in his mid 30s, he’s
pretty well dressed, clean, and presents well. But as the conversation
progressed it turns out that in fact he is homeless. He stashes his stuff
at St Martins, showers and washes his clothes at the Salvos, but sleeps
rough at Southern Cross station. He says that there is a room with
some chairs that he can sit in and try and get some sleep, but he can’t
lie down; if he lies down he is chased out. After 12am he can get a few
hours before the cleaner comes in at 5am. Prior to that he was in prison,
and prior to that he would go fruit picking to earn some money but also
to have a roof over his head.
These situations can often surprise you. And lately they are occurring
more frequently. Even around the shops in Coburg I see some of the
people I meet in Olive Way, sleeping on the benches outside the library
or grabbing a free meal with Food Not Bombs. It’s a confronting issue;
one I wish I had the capacity to respond to. Although it is not the role of
Olive Way to resolve these issues it is not easy to say to someone ‘I’m
sorry, I can’t help you’, especially when you know they will be sleeping
rough in the cold.
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At the approach of the Easter season and as the
weather gets colder I often reflect more on this.
In the passion narratives the Mount of Olives was
one of the stops Jesus and his disciples made on
that original Palm Sunday ride into Jerusalem. It
was also the scene of Jesus anguished prayer
with the disciples shortly before his crucifixion.
I often think of Olive Way in those terms, a
stop along the way, and while Olive Way might
not have been named with this in mind, it is a
stop along the way for us in the church as we
express our discipleship and as we reach out to
the community. But for those in need it is a stop
along the way to finding what they truly need in
life, whether it be a meal, a home, or a friend.

I often think of
Olive Way in
those terms, a
stop along the
way, ... a stop
along the way for
us in the church
as we express
our discipleship
and as we
reach out to the
community.

In Memoriam: Fouad Ossman
You may have
known him as
Fred (a version
of his name he
offered for people
who had trouble
pronouncing
‘Fouad’). You
may have
known him as
the ‘electric bike
guy’. To most
he was simply
Fouad. He would
often come to Olive Way with his bike helmet left firmly in place all day,
sometimes disappearing out the front to have a coffee and cigarette and
read the newspaper in the sunshine. He always had a bright smile that
would cause his eyes to squint up and disappear. That smile appeared
less frequently over the past 6 months as he battled many health
complications and challenges at home.
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He would call me his ‘mister’. I had no idea what that meant until one
day when he was retelling the story of Jesus telling his disciples that
to be a ‘mister’, you must first become a slave. ‘Ah!’ I thought, ‘Master!
Now I get it.’ His heavily accented English put a slightly different spin on
the story.

‘Peter, after
you asked me
to say prayers
before the meal,
I went home and
recorded myself
saying prayers
on my phone.
Please have a
listen, it goes for
17 minutes!’

Fouad was a devout Assyrian Christian. I once
asked him if he would like to say prayers before
the Wednesday lunch; he respectfully declined.
The next day he came to me and said, ‘Peter,
after you asked me to say prayers before the
meal, I went home and recorded myself saying
prayers on my phone. Please have a listen, it
goes for 17 minutes!’ I realised afterwards that
he had refused because he couldn’t think of a
way to say grace in a couple of sentences; it was
all or nothing with Fouad.

Fouad will be remembered fondly by many
people at Olive Way, myself included. He had
a complicated life, but he found a semblance
of peace and companionship at Olive Way. There are many details of
his death that are unclear; we will respect the family’s privacy as they
continue to deal with the loss. It gives me comfort to know that he found
a place of welcome amongst the community at Olive Way, even as he
struggled with his own family life we were able to be like family to him in
his final years.

Abu Sayyaf the Rooster, October 2018
Towards the end of Olive Way one week, an elderly gentleman
approached me showing a letter he’d received from the Moreland City
Council. He asked me what it meant and why he was receiving it, as
English was not his first language. I scanned through and saw that the
letter was in regards to a complaint about a rooster that he was keeping,
advising that he was to get rid of it or be fined. “Apparently you have to
get rid of it”, I said.
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“No, I will not,” he replied, somewhat defiantly. “This rooster is my friend.
He is like my son.” I told him that my brother in law raises chickens and
could do with a rooster, but lives near Castlemaine and would be willing
to receive it. “But I will never see him,” he replied. “No, I cannot. I would
rather pay a fine and keep him.” I didn’t have the heart to tell him that
that would not keep the council off his back.
The conversation drifted from there to talk of his ex-wife, his acrimonious
divorce, the pain he experiences from the separation from his two sons
whom he rarely sees and whom he obviously misses as they live in
Sydney. Perhaps he wasn’t kidding when he said the rooster was like
his son. He had even named it: Abu Sayyaf, ‘the bearer of the sword’; a
fitting name for an aggressive little fellow.
It seems that language
and the struggles
associated with it have
been a recurrent theme
in his life. The struggle
to be understood, to
understand, and feel
a part of something
where he belongs
keeps resurfacing. I was
grateful at that moment
that Olive Way could
stand in the gap where
Whilst we cannot be a substitute for he was able to feel a
the need for family that is at the heart sense of belonging and
welcome. Whilst we
of every human being, we can be cannot be a substitute
part of the picture of their community. for that need for family
that is at the heart of
every human being, we can be part of the picture of their community.
I love that food, the universal need that transcends boundaries,
language, religious and cultural divides is the thing that draws us
together in Olive Way. It is the essence of hospitality; when language
fails, there is always food! And for our old friend struggling to find his
place, there is always Olive Way…and Abu Sayyaf.
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Olive Way as Community

May 2017

When I think of Olive Way I don’t think of food, or toasties, or cups of
coffee around the cafe tables. I think of faces, some of which are often
in attendance on a regular Sunday morning at BUC. Olive way can often
be mistakenly viewed as a kind of feeding program, or even, god forbid,
a drop in centre… I think of it as being much more than that.
While food and cuppas are definitely part of what we offer at Olive Way,
they are not the whole picture. The heart of Olive Way is hospitality,
of course, but what comes out of providing a hospitable space is
community. We get to know some of the people who fall through the
cracks of the system, a system that is very good at providing for people
at the extreme ends of need, but not for people who fall in between
these extremes. Their needs may not be as extreme but they are
apparent nonetheless.
My hope is that Olive Way
When we bring people together in
can provide a little bit of
something for a whole range hospitality we create something
special, and I think that is the
of people, from the hungry,
to the not so hungry, to the
essence of the community that is
lonely, to the well connected,
described in Acts 2
to those in desperate need,
to those wishing to help those in need. When we bring people together
in hospitality we create something special, and I think that is the
essence of the community that is described in Acts 2. When resources
are pooled and shared, there is a little left over to do something special
for those who have little or none. For the early Christian community this
was something really special that transcended time and was deeply
remembered. Whilst Olive Olive Way may not share the same lofty
standards of the early Christian community (even if depicted in ideal
terms), my hope is that it will be deeply remembered by those who have
been part of it at one point or another.
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The Inimitable Carol
There’s none quite like Carol. She tells you exactly what she’s thinking.
She’s unfiltered, abrupt, and unpredictable. The first time I met her, on
about my second week into the job she said to me “It shouldn’t be a man
in this place, it should be woman!” So after having told me that I was the
wrong person for the job she sat down and, for reasons I’m not too sure
of, yelled loudly at the person sitting next to her. It was left to Leanne to
reign her in as I was still fresh and unsure of myself. I’ve since learnt to
deal with Carol well, and we have a pretty good relationship despite her
still telling me that I’m not the right person for the job.
Carol doesn’t care if she offends you. That’s way down in her list of
priorities; most probably she’s on the autism spectrum. But that doesn’t
matter to me. I’m actually quite glad she’s a part of our community, even
if she’s not super regular these days. She was a regular at Lentil As
Anything in Abbotsford for many years and called herself a volunteer,
although I’m unsure what kind of help she provided. She would always
talk about ‘Abbot’s Lentil’. The last time I saw her she told me she had
been ‘disinvited’, presumably banned for inappropriate behaviour.
Carol still insists on informing me that I’m the wrong person for the job
at Olive Way, even after four years. One day whilst putting up Christmas
decorations a couple of years back she came up alongside me and said
quite flatly, “Some people may miss you when you leave here Peter,
but I won’t.” I didn’t react, it’s just part of the
usual repartee of what happens when Carol is
around. A couple of minutes after this she put
her head on my shoulder and said “I love you
Peter”. You never quite know what to expect
from her.
Carol feels at home in Olive Way. On the rare
occasions she comes she is welcome with
us. That doesn’t mean she can get away with
being abusive towards others, including our
volunteers, but it is important to me that she
feels that it is a place where she can feel safe
and be welcomed into.
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Carol reminds me of that part of Jesus’
... it is important to me
teaching regarding love for enemies
that I am not loved by
where he says “[I]f you love those who
all who attend Olive
love you, what reward do you have? Do
Way. She keeps my
not even the tax collectors do the same?
And if you greet only your brothers and
fragile ego in check.
sisters, what more are you doing than
others?” (Matt 5:43,44) Although I don’t consider Carol an enemy, nor
do I show her love for reward, it is important to me that I am not loved by
all who attend Olive Way. She keeps my fragile ego in check. Similarly,
it serves as a reminder that the space we hold in Olive Way is not only
for those who are just like us, or the easy to like, easy to get to know,
easy to love. It is a space that allows for the ‘other’, those who are not
just like us, who’s social skills may be a bit off, or who struggle to fit in
to places easily. This is the place that Jesus calls his church to inhabit
(John 1:11-13).

Moving on
After packing away Olive Way one warm sunny day, I was crossing the
backyard of the church about to head into the office when I saw a group
of men entering the yard from the other end, sitting themselves down
under a tree. I recognised them; they had been to Olive Way before but
on this day they weren’t interested in having a toastie. Having found
some shade they started pulling their beer cans out of their bags along
with an enormous bag of marijuana.
There wasn’t much deliberation
before I said to them “You can’t do
that here!” One of them, Dave, joked
and suggested I sit down with them
and share a joint to take the edge
off. “Um, no”, I said (Nancy Reagan
would have been pleased with me).
After going back and forwards for a bit
they eventually agreed to move on,
muttering under their breaths as they
left.
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One of them, Ramón, paused as he was leaving and turned around
saying, “I don’t like you very much.” At that point I was ok with that.
On another occasion Dave was in Olive Way, drunk and off his face,
complaining and carrying on about another of our guests taking too long
on the computer. Although I kept it to myself, I agreed, he was taking
too long. But that wasn’t the issue; Dave’s behaviour was as he became
increasingly abusive. Eventually I asked him to move on and he did,
grabbing a handful of toasties and hurling abuse at me over his shoulder
as he made his way out.
Often I get asked about this. How do you kick people out when
they misbehave and how do you reconcile this with the principle of
hospitality? To my own thinking it is actually quite straightforward. When
these behaviours are allowed to occur without any consequence, an
environment like Olive Way becomes inhospitable. It no longer feels like
a place anyone wants to be in. That is not the kind of place I want us
to be associated with. For me it is important that there are boundaries
around those kinds of behaviours, and these are displayed prominently
around Olive Way. People feel safe when they know that antisocial
behaviour will not be allowed.
I often see Ramón in Brunswick. He greets me politely and comes
and has a meal with us on occasion. He still drinks, but he has never
repeated what he said to me that day. At other times, even after I had
asked him to move on, Dave would come
Dave taught me
in and chat with me, talking about fishing
something about
spots on the Maroochy River, back home
in Queensland. Sadly Dave died in the city myself. He taught me
after complications from sclerosis of the
to stand my ground,
liver in early 2019. I was deeply saddened
especially if I was to
to hear that he had permanently moved on.
hold those things I
However, Dave taught me something about
considered valuable
myself. He taught me to stand my ground,
especially if I was to hold those things I
as important.
considered valuable as important. Dave
seemed to respect me even if, like Ramón, he probably didn’t like me.
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Be part of the story…
If these stories have touched or inspired you, we would love for you to
become part of the story of Olive Way. There are at least four ways you
can do this.
Your giving
To ensure our sustainability, we invite you to make an occasional or
regular gift (this can be done via direct deposit to BUC’s bank account
marked “for Olive Way”; BSB: 013 236, Account: 868 7863).
Your time as a volunteer
Olive Way is always looking for volunteers. Volunteers are co-creators
of the welcoming environment that is Olive Way. There are a number of
roles available that may best suit your personality and gift-set. Please
speak to Peter to find out ways that you can be involved.
Your prayer support
As a ministry of Brunswick Uniting Church, Olive Way is a key
component to what we do and how we interact with our neighbourhood.
We would invite you to continue to pray for Olive Way as we reach out to
our neighbourhood in love and in the Spirit of Christ.
Joining the Steering Committee:
Olive Way is governed by a dedicated steering committee that oversees
all its operations. Current membership consists of Richard Arnold (2021
chair), Lai Yin (Ann) Soo, Kirsty Bennett, Mike Denison (2022 chair)
and the Pastor. We welcome new participants who can help guide and
shape the Olive Way ministry and keep us accountable to our vision and
purpose.
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